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ABSTRAET OF TIIESIS

Research Study

Case lilana(Ier t s Perceptions of the Use and Effectiveness

of Sanctions in the STRIDE Proqrram.

April 15,

1995

This study explores the perceptions that case managers
have regarding the use and effectiveness of sanctions in
the STRIDE program. STRIDE is Nlinnesota's welfare reform
effort which came out of the federal Family Support Act
of 1 988. Ninety-four case managers through out Minnesota
were surveyed. Participants shared their views on the
purpose and results of sanctions with mandated school
attenders. Participants also shared ideas for alternative
approaches to sanctioning.
A review of the literature explored theories of
motivation, Iearned helplessness and social obligation
which provide a foundation for the study. The
effectiveness, advantages and disadvantages of mandatory
welfare programs were also reviewed.
The study found that the maj ority of case managers
surveyed see the purpose of sanctions as a tool for gaining
compliance of program obligations by mandated school
attenders. The results of sanctions are seen as both
positive and negative by case managers. Respondents
suggested that additional supportive services, incentives
and rewards were optj-ons in addition to or in place of
sanctions.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This research explored the perceptions of STRIDE case
managers i n tvlinnesota regarding the purpose of sanctions
and their effectiveness with mandated school attenders
in the STRIDE program. Sanctions are a part of program

policy in Project STRIDE. This research may have
implications for program policy as it pertains to the use
of sanctions to gain compliance.
Proj ect STRIDE Defined
STRIDE, which stands for Success Through Reaching

Individual

Development and Employment , i s tr{innesota ' s

welfare reform effort

from the 1980s. STRIDE, formerly

cafled PATHS, came out of the Family Support Act of

1988

State of Ivlinnesota , 19 9 0 ) . The f ederal Family Support
Act went into effect in October 1990. The act embodied
(

a new consensus that the well-being of children depends
not only on meeting their material needs, but also on the
parents' ability

to become economicalty self-sufficient

through the employment of the mother as well as the father
(

, 1 9921 .
Proj ect STRIDE attempts to help l,linnesotans to

Chi Iman

move

off of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and
as soon as possible into jobs in the marketplace (State
of Ivlinnesota , 19 91 ) . Most people who receive AFDC are able
in a rel-atively short time with
to become self-sufficient
out special assistance. Therefore STRIDE targets services
1

and resources toward priority

are among the most likeIy

caretakers, i.e. p those

who

to become long-term welfare

(State of Minnesota I lggl | 1 991 ).
Project STRIDE targets the following groups who are
at high rj-sk of becoming long term recipients: 1 ) caretakers
recipients

who are under age

, Zl caretakers with no high schoor
diploma or GED, and 3 ) caretakers who have recej-ved AFDC
for 24 out of the last 36 months (State of Minnesota, 1gg0).
Some

21

parts of STRIDE are mandatory for

AFDC

recipients

who face very high odds of long term welfare dependency.

People who do not comply with mandatory aspects risk losing
the portion of their AEDC grant meant for the caretaker's

support. They do not risk losing the money meant for the
support of their children (State of Minnesota, 1991 ). The
mandatory components of the program are:

1

) arr srRrDE

el-igible caretakers are required to attend an orientation,
2l aII caretakers under the age of 20 without a high school
diploma are required to attend school and work toward a
high school lever education, and 3) all prlncipar wage
earners in a two parent household must be referred to a
job search activity. other states may have similar
requirements . The balance of the program i s vol-untary ( State
of l4innesota, 1gg4).

For the purpose of this research the focus was
mandatory school- attendance. This mandate includes aII
AFDC recipients who are custodial parents under the age
2

of 20 years ord, who have not compreted high schoor or
a GED program. These individuals are reguired to attend
high school or an eguivalent program.
Upon entry to the program participants

are invol-ved

in an assessment. This initial
assessment of employability
i s to determine educational and training needs and requ j-red
supportive servj-ces. Employment goals are also established
wi th the participant and case managrer . The employabi 1i ty
plan is developed during the assessment (Chilman, 19g1l.
This plan is considered a binding agreement hetween the
case manager or social service agency and the cl-ient. It
states what is reguired of the crient (i.e. school

attendance), what supportive services wilr be provided,
the terms which resul-t in sanctions is also out-Iined.
The case manager is responsible for monitoring school

attendance of the cl-ient (state of Minnesota, 1990). rf
the client does not maintain a minimum level of attendance
s/he wirI be sanctioned, meaning the

AFDC

grant wirr

be

reduced.
Long- term

Tlelfare Recipients

The maj ority

of

recipients

receive aid for less
than three years. One thir,C of recipi-ents remai n i n the
program for eight years or longer (Chilman, 1gg?l. The
AFDC

average length of stay on AEDC in I,Iinnesota is approximatery
3.4 years. In 1 gg4 36t of AFDC families in tvli-nnesota had
been on AFDC less than one year and 1BB were on between
3

one to two years. OnIy 18t of all recipients

in lrlinnesota

received assistance longer than 5 years (Legislative
Commission on the Economic Status of Women, 1995). According

to El-l-wood

, long-term recipients receive AFDC f or
I to 1 0 years, are high school dropouts, are never married
(1 988 )

mothers, have little

previous exposure to work and use

two-thirds of the funds spent on
Long-term recipients

AFDC.

may be handicapped by extremely

low levels of education and lack of work experience.
long-term recipients

never finish

Some

high school and read

below the ninth grade level (Chilman, 19921. They are i1l
eguipped to enter the world of work and will

term participation

reguire long

in education to attain the skiII

needed to obtain employment ( National Institute

Literacy,

leveI

for

1994).

In l4innesota a high school di ploma or a GED, the
equi-valent of a high schooL diploma, appeared to
associated with whether a recipient

be

continued to receive

AFDC. Seventy-five percent of single parents on AFDC were

high school graduates. Ninety-four percent of
recipients

who left

AFDC

the program through work were high

school graduates, while only 52* of the long-term

AFDC

recipients

Commission

had a high school- diploma (Legislative

on the Economic Status of Women, 1995).
Research Question

This study examined the purpose and effectiveness
4

of sanctions as they are used with mandated school attenders
in Proj ect

STRIDE.

The rationale

and importance of this study is based

on the limited amount of existing research directty related
to sanctions, such as are used in the STRIDE prollram. This
study is relevant to the current issues being debated
concerning welf are ref orm. Ivlany proposals f ocus on punitive
measures.

This study will

add to the debate regarding the

effectiveness of punitive program pollcies.

The findings

of this study may be useful to STRIDE case managers who
work wiLh mandatory participants as they may gain a broader
understanding through the thoughts and ideas of their
colleagues regarding sanctions.

5

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

review estahlishes a foundation for
the study by providing information on the characteristj-cs
and conseguences of teen-age parenting. The literature
also provides a theoretical framework around the concepts
The Iiterature

of motivation, Iearned helplessness and social obligationFinaIly, the literature examines the advantages and
disadvantages of mandatory and voluntary programs and

discusses the option of incentives

-

Of Teen-age Parents
Nationally, €ight percent of Aid to Families with

P rofite

are under the age of 20,
the definition of teen parents. For Minnesota teen parents
make up 5.58 of the AFDC population. Existing data suggests
that those who first collect welfare as teen parents have

Dependent Children recipients

are single parents, are members of
a minority group, have less than a high school diploma,
to no work experience and are more like1y to
have little
spend a greater amount of time on welfare (National
very young children,

1994). Although teen mothers account
for a sma1J proportion of all welfare recipients at any
one time, they are at high risk of long-term welfare
Institute

for Literacy,

dependency. lvlore than half of current welf are households

are headed by
Fellerath,

women who

first

gave birth as teens (Bloom,

Long & Wood, 1994).

6

Conseguences

of Teen-aqe Parenting

Teen-age parents, usually mothers, face a host of

problems- As a group,

potential
stilt

women who gave

birth while

to drop out of school

in their teens are more likely

and have a lower overaJl level of educational attainment.
These women are also associated with larger family size,

In turn lower educational leveIs and larger family size
mean that teen-age mothers tend to have }ess success in

the labor market than do

women who

delay childbearing

1992; Chase-Lansdale, et aI . , 1992; I*IcCarty &
Radish, 1982; Polit, Quint & Riccio, 1988). Women who began
(

Butler,

childbearing as teens are more likely

to work at low

wage,

low skiLf ed and unchal-lenging j obs and have lower annuaL
earnings (Butler,

Quint & Riccio, 1 988).
Because teen mothers do poorly in the labor market
1992; Polit,

they are more likely

to become dependent on assistance.

Young mothers who enter the AFDC system when their

are under age 3 years form the group most likely

children

to stay

on welfare for eight to ten years on average
(Chase-Lansdale, €t aI . ,

19921

. Iulore than one hal-f of aII

expenditures go to families in which the mothers were
teen-agers when they had their first child (PoIit, Quint

AFDC

& Riccio,

most likely
of

AFDC

1

988 )

. In Minnesota f emale

AE'DC

caretakers are

to be age 18 to 30 years old. Less than 7*

mothers are in their teens ( Legislative

on the Economic Status of

Women

7

,

19

95 ) .

commission

Children of teen parents are at a greater risk of
developmental difficulties

Lansdale, et al.,

than are other children (Chase-

1992i Polit,

Quint & Riccio 1 988) . These
include behavioral , intell-ectual and academic

di f f iculties

problems. Grade failure,

delinquency, early sexual activity

and teen pregnancies are more like1y to occur

among

adolescents of teen-age mothers than among children of
women who became

et

a1 .

,

19921

parents at a later age (Chase-Lansdale,

. Known conseguences of low socioeconomj-c

status predispose adolescents to greater risk through
reduced knowledge, lowered aspiration,

and access to

preventative services (Ortiz & Bassoff, 1987).
Teen Parents as a Target Group

The group of women who continue to have chil-dren as

teens may lack personal resources and parental guidance
needed to make choices that wiIl

future well-being.

positively

affect their

Teen-age mothers as a group may be more

similar in terms of opportunities

to succeed academically,

occupational Iy and economical ly ( eutler , 1 9921 " Iv1any teen
mothers live j-n poverty and experience problems that are
caused by crisis

the ability

a ridden environment, al-I of which threaten
to concentrate in school (Wattenberg, 1991 ).

The Family Support Act of
mandate to identify

1

988 included a federal

teen parents as a target group.

The

Family Support Act sets forth four mandates for adolescent
parents: completion of high school, preparation for
I

employment, paternity

establishment and child support.
The notion of a social contract or mutual obligation lies
at the heart of the legisration. Teen parents who are
receiving AFDC, in return must attend school or meet other
reguirements to safeguard their future and that of their
children (Wattenberg, 1 991 ).
Itlotivation
A study conducted by Ortiz and Bassoff ( 1 gB7 ) , found
that young welfare mothers are considerably Iess optimistic
and less hopefut about the future than their non-parenting
peers - It appeared that the experj-ence of early parenthood

significantly

altered their perceptions of reality and
caused them to lower their expectations. The study found
that a much higher proportion of teen mothers stated that
they had no specj-fic career goars, felt that schoor was
irrelevant

to the present, and that they had litt1e
over their future.

control

The perception of rack of personar control may he
common among AFDC

recipients

and the persistent poor (Kane,
1 987 ) - The environment that a teen mother lives
in and
the perception of control- or l-ack o f control that the
environment can induce have important conseguences for
behavior. Kane (1987) explains that the motivatlon to act
consists of two components, the desirability
of an outcome
and the expectancy that ones own actions can help attain
it . It4otivation theory tells

us that it is crucial that
9

an individual

believes that her or his actlon will

outcomes. For example, a STRIDE participant

affect

must believe

that attending and completing a traj-ning program will

aIlow

her or him to become self-sufficient.
Because teen parents are less optimistic

and have

lowered expectations and perceptions of control,

they are

at risk of depression and hopelessness. If they are not
guided toward opportunit j-es to achieve their 1i f e goal s ,
teen mothers may experience learned helplessness as well
(Ortiz & Bassoff, 1987).
Learned Helplessness
The concept of locus of control underlies the theory

of learned helplessness, which has been applied to welfare
cl-ients (Ortiz & Bassoff, 1987). When people perceive
themsel-ves f aced with uncontrollable

circumstances,

psychological theory predicts two phases of response.
first

phase would be reactance and the second if

of control persists,

The

the loss

learned helplessness (Kane, 1987)

.

Reactance refers to the theory which states that a person
who experiences a threat to a valued freedom or a loss

of control will

respond by vigorously attempting to regain

control or will

seek to restore her or his freedom despite

the consequences (Kane, 1987; Rooney, 1988).
The expectation that an outcome is independent of

responding reduces the motivation to control the outcome
and i-nterferes with learning that responding controls the
10

1990). People believe that action is
to seek out and recogrn i-ze opportunities
f uti-Ie. The ability
for exercising control are weakened (Kane, 1987\.

outcome (Kiefer,

Learning that outcomes are uncontrollable resul-ts
in three def icits motivational , coElnitive and emotional
(Ahramson, S€Iigman, & lrlartin, 1978). The literature
emphasizes that people change their

provided opportunities

expectancies by being

and heightening the salience of

personal control and choice. Any motivational deficit among
the persistent poor should not be thought of as an immutable
personal pathology. Some one who has been conditioned with
a lack of control will not necessarily respond immediately
to any new opportunities

(

Kane

,

19

87 )

-

Social Obliqation
SociaI obligation or social contract theory states
that welfare should involve reciprocal responsibilities.
There should exist a mutual obtigation between society
and welfare recipients.

While society has an obligation

to provide for persons and families in time of economic
crisis, those persons or f amil j,es also have an obligation
to ensure that the assistance provided by society is
their family
temporary in nature. Recipients should fulfill
responsibilities
(Johnson,

and strive to become self-sufficient

; Reischauer, 1 987) .
SociaI contract theory suggests that alI persons
participating in civil society have agreed, dt least in
1991

11

de facto manner, to abide by a contract which governs the
parameters of their behavior vis-a-vis other people' It
suggests that by participating in society individuals are
granted certain rights and accept certain responsibilities
or obligations (Johnson, 1991). I'lead (1986), outlines the
obligations of citi zens as f ollows : 1 ) work i"n available
jobs for heads of families, unless aged or disabled, and
for other adult members of families that are needy , 2l
contrj-buting all that one can to the support of ones f amily,
j-n English, whatever ones native
3 ) f luency and Iiteracy
tongue, 4) learning enough in school to be employable and
5 ) Iaw abidedness, meaning both obedience to law and a
more generatized respect for the rights of others. He
suggests that common obtigations set minj-mum requirements
f

or

f

unctioni-ng

whi

ch creates a
betr,treen

i s f or equal ity

.

contains the concept of

Welfare reform legislation
shared responsibility

bas

the welf are recipients,

who

are to support their children, and the welfare agency,
which is to help recipients meet their responsibility
through expanded opportunities in education and training
(General Accounting Office, 1988). Poticies which require
welfare regipients to work, seek work or prepare for work
are the programmatic appli-cation of a policy of reciprocal
obligations. In a sense such a policy says that welfare
must be earned, that it is not an unconditional right.
This is an acknowledgment that poverty is not the result
12

of exogenous forces, but rather it implies that poverty
is the fault of the poor themselves (Johnson, 1991 ).
Explanations of poverty which focus on the behavior
of the poor became more widely accepted by the 1 980's
(Johnson, 1 991 ). The }iterature assoclated with the
conservative viewpoint sees programs as being permissive
and failing to overcome poverty because they largely ignored
the behavioral problems of the poor. The programs did not
the poor that they ought to behave differently or
achieve certain standards of functioning in return for
tefl

, 1986 ) . According to l*loynihan (19921 , this
concept is central to welfare reform, whose main objectj-ve

benef its

(

Plead

is to modify recipient

behavior so as to encourage self-

sufficiency.
The aim of mutual- obligations

is to get recipients

to do somethinq for themselves in return for welfare.
The literature

suggests that a reciprocal obligation must

be applied to the poor to counter-act the troubling tendency
recipients

of welfare to debilitate
(Johnson,

and discourage work

i lrlead, 1986 & Reischauer, 1987). The passage
o f the Fami Iy Support Act supports the grotrring consensus
1991

that adolescents incur obligation

and responsibilities

when they become parents. The social contract then emerges

recipients

satisfy more of the

.common expectations of citizenship

in return for rights

as a guiding principal,

(Mead, 1992i Wattenberg,

1991

). For teen-age mothers
13

on

welfare, this principle

in terms of mutual

is articulated

obligatj-ons. Teen-age mothers prepare f or self -suf f iciency
through education and training, and the state will provide
welfare benefits and support services necessary for
recipients

to achi-eve their goal (Wattenberg ,

19 91 ) .

!{andatory Prograqs
tluch of the debate regarding weJfare programs is
between those who believe that welfare is a right and those

must fuIfill

who believe that recipients

a social obligation

for receiving welfare. Another question exists, which type
in moving clients from welfare
mandatory or voluntary (Bane, 1989)?

of program is more effective
to self-sufficiency,

The overall goal of most work and training

weLfare recipients

is to facilitate

welfare to work (Johnson,

programs for

the transition

from

). Caseload reductions, cost
reductions, and increases in participant employment and
1991

earning are usually used as criteria

to measure the

effectiveness of reaching the goal of seLf-sufficiency.
By these measures there is no evidence to suggest that
mandatory approaches are more effectj-ve than voluntary
(Gueron & Edward, 1991).

Conservatives favor mandatory approaches because they
view poverty, to some degree, to be the fault of the poor
themselves (Johnson,

1991

). Therefore the poor must

be

reguired to change their behavior to become better
f uncti-onJ-ng

citi zens. A voluntary program does not present
14

recipients with a formal obligation
for work

(Mead

,

to work or prepare

1986 ) .

Advantages of Mandatory Programs

According to Johnson

(1 991

a serious message to recipients

), mandatory programs send
about the obligation

seek or prepare for work. If the recipient
program expectations s/he will

fails

to

to meet

lose'income. Likewise,

mandatory programs serve both the motivated and the

unmotivated, who are considered hard to serve, who

may

benefit most from the program. Benefits with-out obligation
merely entrench dependency, Programs that set no clear
standards and possess no sanctions over their clients
do little

can

to enhance commitment (Mead, 1 986).
Disadvantages of l.landa tory Programs

Ivlandatory programs remove choice for poor clients.

They can be control usurping rather than control granting

for persons who a sense of control over their lives can
already be a barrier

(Johnson,

promoting self-sufficiency,

1991 ).

In fact rather than

mandatory programs could have

the reverse effect,

conditioning people further with the
loss of control (Kane, 1987). Mandatory programs are
sometimes seen as setting up work as a punishment (Johnson,

1991). They also tend to create an adversarial relationship
between the client

and the worker and can lead to excusing
or blaming the recipient (Bane, 1991 i GeneraL Accounting
Office,

1988; Rosenthal, 1989).
15

Ivlandatory programs create admi ni strative

complexi ty

and raise costs without j-ncreasing program ef f ectiveness.
l4anaging a mandatory program is very costly because it

requires continual monitoring, follow upr and sanctioning
by staff (Sanger, 1 984). This complex administrative
structure can result in unfair treatment of families.
I f program procedures are not r^rell thought out and

consj,stently applied the mandatory approach carries with
it the possibility

that persons may be unjustly punished

(Johnson, 1991).
Sanctions
When Iviinnesota implemented

of

1

988, a restriction

AFDC

the FamiIy Support Act

was imposed that would reduce the

grant for non-compliance with the educational component

of recipients

employability plan (Wattenberg, 1gg1 ).
Services are seen as the t'carrot" and sanctions are the
"stick"

used to gain compriance of recipients

(Johnson,

; Wattenberg, 1991 ).
Sanctions are time consuming for workers and divert
worker time from helping motivated clients. They result
1

991

pay off through forcing unmotivated clients to
participate. Sanctions have been tried before and do not
work. They do l-ittle more than perpetuate the myth that
in little

exists;

that welfare recipients have to be coerced into
working (General Accounting office, 1988). There is no
evidence that sanctions produce the t'correct behavior"
16

from individuars who otherwise would have acted
"incorrectfy" (Johnson, 1991 ). However, mandatory programs
with sanctions are seen as important for gaining political
support for programs (Generar Accounting office, lggg).

Voluntary p rograms
Serving volunteer cl-ients is one way of allocating
scarce resources- Denying services to anxious voLunteers
while serving reluctant mandated individuals may send the
wrong message if a program intends to encourage welfare
recipients to prepare for work (Johnson , 1g91 ). However,
vol-untary programs carry the danger that workers r+iII work
with the easy to serve cr-ients, many of whom may f ind work
wi-thout a program's assistance (Bane, lggg).
fncentives
rncenti-ves usually have a f ocus on changing behaviors.
conseguences are structured to encourage individuals or
groups to change the way they are behaving. Rewards f unct j-on
first

and foremost to modify the action rather than the
attltudes of the target system (simons, 1gg5). Rewarding
good behavior can he more useful- than imposing penalties.
TangibLe rewards for doing the right thing can uplift and
encourage; penalties threaten to discourage wel-fare
recipients who may arready feer psychorogicalry beaten
down (Besharov, lgg?).
The STRIDE program has some built in incentives. For
exampre the program provides child care, transportation,
17

education and training
Welfare recipients

(Bor,ven &

Neenan, 1992i Nathan,

19921 .

are generally economically rational

in making decisions about work. If work will enhance their
income they seek and readiry accept it. Tf , as is often
the case in seLf-sufficiency programs, work imposes added
costs without yielding increased incom6 there exists no
incentive to work ( sanger, 1 984 ) . Therefore there must
be more incentives

f

or working than f or not workj_ng.

Learning theory assumes that if individuals or groups are
rewarded for performing some action, they wiIl develop
an attitude

that is favorable to the action (Simons, 1gB5).
Ilixing fncentives and p enalties

According to B1oom, F€Irerath, Long and wood (1994),
a program in Ohio ca1led Learning Earning and parenting
) has substantially increased the school attendance
and graduation rates of teen-age welfare recipients. LEAp
has an unusual combination of f j-nancial_ incentives,
(

LEAP

penalties and support services.
The authors explain that the program has a three-tiered

incentive structure to enforce the mandate of school
attendance. First, teens who provide evidence that they
are enroJled in a school program receive a $62 bonus.
Teens continue to receive an additional

$62 in their AFDC
check for each month that they meet program attendance

requirements. second, teens who do not attend initial
assessment or fail to provide proof of school enrollment
18

without an acceptable reason are sanctioned and $62 is
deducted from their grant. Third, enrolled teens who exceed

the allowed number of absences but not the aLlowed number
of unexcused absences form school in a month earn neither
a bonus nor a sanction (Bloom, F€I1erath, Long & Wood,
1994). Not only are participants being penalized for "bad"
behavi-or but they are al-so rewarded f or

" good"

behavior

This mlx seems to be producing favorable results.
Summary

of Findinqs

Research evidence suggests that teen-age mothers are

at a high risk for long-term welfare use (Bloom, F€llerath,
Long & Wood, 19941, are much less likely to enter the job
market than their peers (McCarthy & Radish,
are economically worse off than
(

Butler,

1

9921

women

| and
who delay childhearing
1

982)

. Teen-age mothers may lack a perception

of locus of control over their lives and future and are
at risk of depression, hopelessness and Learned helplessness
(ButIer,

19921.

According to motivation and learned helplessness
theories a person must believe that her or his actions
influence an outcome (Kane,

i Kiefer, 1 990) .
Many teen-age parents receiving AFDC belj-eve that action

will

is futile

1987

and sense a lack of control over their future,

and therefore appear unmotivated.
There exists an ongoing debate in the literature
what type of program will

best serve these teen-age
19

over

recipients.

I,lany helieve that mandatory programs are not

the best approach (Bane, 1 989; Johnson,

i Kane | 1987 |
& Rosenthal , 1 989 ) . They create complex administrative
systems, create an adversarial relationship between workers

and clients
recipients

1991

as well as take away choice and control- for
who may be suf f ering from l-earned helplessness.

On the other hand much of the literature

the need for a mutual- obligation

expresses

or sociaL contract to
(I4eadt 1986t

exist between society and recipients

19921 .

The main advantage of mandatory programs is that they send

a serious message to recipients

of their obligation

work or prepare for work (Johnson,

1991

to

). Even those

who

do not feel that mandatory programs are the best approach
they do tend to support mandatory programs for political
feasibility

(General Accounting Office,

1988)

.

Overall there is no evj-dence that suggests that
mandatory programs are more effective

(Gueron,

than voluntary

i Johnson, 1 991 ). Non-theless, many program
evaluators and practitioners are still supporting incentive
1987

based prograffis r or a comhination of rewards and penalties

(Bloom, F€Ilerath,

Long & Wood, 1994; Besharov, 19921

.

This research is designed to examine the perception of
STRIDE case managers

regarding the effectiveness of

sanctions (Gueron, 1987; Johnson, 1991).
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III.

ITIETHODOLOGY

Research Design

This exploratory study using survey research design,
examines how STRIDE case managers view the use and

effectiveness of sanctions in the STRIDE program. Survey
research is

r^reak

and strong on reliabi lity

on validity

the design was chosen for this study based on feasibility
and flexibility

(Rubin & Babbie,

analysis are individual

1

993). The units of

STRIDE case managers who work

mandated school attenders

(

1

with

8 and 1 9 year o1d careLakers,

receiving AFDC, with no high school diploma or General
Education Diploma

).

Subject Selection
The sample for the study was obtained hy using

probability

sampling methods. The sample frame consisted

of a list

of all counties in Ivlinnesota r a total of 87,
and Proj ect STRIDE providers for each county. The study
sample was drawn from this list

with a random start.

using a systematic sample

E1even counties were selected for

the study by choosing every eighth county on the list
beginning with the seventh county. The number seven

was

selected from a random tabfe of numbers and was used for
the random start in the selection process. Only one of
the counties was a metro are county. The remaining counties
were l-ocated in northwest, north central northeast, east
21

central,

southwest, south central and southeast regions

of the state
After the selection process was completedr Etr error
was found in the sample frame. The list provided by the
State of l,Iinnesota included the 87 counties plus Duluth.
Therefore the sample frame was a list

of 88 elements. Duluth

was not selected for the study. The decision was made to

keep the sample that was drawn and not make any adj ustments

All STRIDE case managers in each of the selected
counties were included in the study with the exception
of one county. This particular

county had three agencies

that provide STRfDE services. While calling

for the

names

and addresses of case managers at two of the agencies the

researcher was asked the purpose of the request. After
Iearning of the purpose both agencies said they do not
work with mandated school attenders. A11 mandated school

attenders are referred to one agency in that county.
Theref ore, in one county only case managrers f rom one agency

were included in the study.
Names and addresses

of subj ects were obtained by

caLling the names of the contact people provided on the
Iist

f

rom the State of I"linnesota. A total

of 94 case

managers were included in the study, 81 of which were

women

(85t) and 13 men (14t).
Data Collection
Sample participants

were asked to complete a self22

.

administered questionnaire (Appendix A). The questionnaire
consisted of 17 open and cLosed-ended items. The instrument
was reviewed by the researcher t s thesis seminar class before

it was distributed.

Questionnaires were mailed to aII
case managers identified in the sample.
According to Johnson (1991) administrative

STRIDE

activities

associated with mandatory programs include determining
exemptions, e.gt- r those who are not expected to participate,
client

activity,

determining good cause or sanctions

and

applying sanctions. Survey guestions were designed to
examine the amount of time research participants

in simi-Iar activities

spent

with mandated school attenders. Other

questions addressed reasons for non-compliance by clients,
reasons for clients excused from participationl

€.g.1

holding status, the opinions of research participants
regarding the purpose and results of sanctions j-n the

STRIDE

program, and background information about the research
participant.
Open-ended questions were directed at gathering

information on the perceptions and opinions of the research
participants.
following:

Participants

were asked to comment on the

what is the purpose of sanctions for mandated

school attenders? What do you think are the results of
sanctions? Are sanctions an incentive to comply with program
obligations

and what are other possible approaches to

encourage compliance? The last guestion in the guestionnaire
23

asked for any other comments the subj ect wouJd like to

include regarding sanctions.
The background information requested represents

variables that may influence the perception of research
participants regarding the purpose and use of sanctions
in the STRIDE program. These variables include the age
and gender of the subj ect, the length of time employed
as a STRIDE case manager, the level of educat j-on obtained
by the subj ect and whether or not the subj ect has ever
been a recipient
Sub

of

AFDC

or a STRIDE participant.

j ects were contacted through the

ma j-

I-

euestionnaires were sent to each research participant along
with a cover letter (Appendix B) and a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The questionnaires were mailed on February
Zi, 1995. Participants

were asked to return the survey

within two weeks of receipt.

After the two weeks passed

a f oll-ow up post card was sent to each participant. The
post card thanked subj ects for their participation and
requested that those who had not yet completed the
questionnaire to do so and return it wiLhin the following
. One guestionnaire .was returned af ter the f inal
deadline and was not included in the study-

week

Eth ical Protection of Subjects

The cover letter

(Appendix B) received by participants

24

explained the purpose, risks and benefits of the study.
participants were told that by reLurning the questionnaire
they were giving their consent to participate in the study.
Participants

in the study remained anonymous. It
was voluntary.

explained that participation

was

The cover letter

included the researcher t s name and phone number so that
participants could caI I vri th any questions or concerns .
Analysis of Data
Content analysis of gualitati-ve data was used to
identify common themes and patterns amongr participantsr
responses to the survey questions. Quantitative data

was

organized by percentages of responses and mean response
for each question.
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IV" PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

Description of Subjects
Of the 94 questj-onnaires sent out a total of 41 were
returned. This is a response rate of 44*. According to
Rubin and Babbie (1993) this rate is less than adeguate.
A 50+ return is considered adequate and 60* is considered
good. Of the 41 quest j-onnaires returned 26 ( 6 3 + ) were
eligible

for the study. Eligibility

participants'

was determined by the

answer for guestion one. If the respondent

did not work vrith mandated school attenders then the
questionnaire was not completed, making the returned survey
ineligible for the study.
Of the 26 responses ellgible
male

(

1

for the study 3 were

2t ) and 23 were female ( 88t ) - The ages of respondents

ranged from 24 years old to over 60 years old. The

mean

age of all respondents was 38 years old. The number of

years having worked as a STRfDE case manager varied greatly.
The respondent with the shortest Iength of time working

as a case managrer was 6 months. The greatest length of
time a respondent had worked as a case manager was 1 1 years
and 7 months. The average number of years having worked
as a STRIDE case manager was 3.8 years.
Of the 26 respondents, a total of eight ( 32t ) had
previously received AEDC. Al1 26 respondents answered the
guestion which asked if the study participant had ever
26

been a STRIDE participant.
been a participant

Three reported having previously

in the STRIDE program

( 1 2* )

. A1]

respondents answered the question regarding their level

of education. Fifteen reported having a Bachelor of
Arts/science degree

, three a Bachel-or of Social Work
degree (12t), five a lvlasters degree (198) and one reported
( 57+ )

having a Masters of Social Work degree

(

4* ) .

OnIy two

reported having lower than a Bachelors degree ( 8t ) .

One

reported having an Assocj-ates degree and the other a hiqh
school diploma. Table 1 shows the description of case
managers in the study including gender and those reporting

having previously participated

in

AFDC

and STRIDE. Table

2 shows the education levels of case managers in this study.

TABLE

1

Description of Respondents
N=25 *

FemaIe

Previously received

AFDC*

Previous STRIDE Participant

#

t

23

88

I

32

3

12

*OnIy 25 respondents answered this question.
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Table

2

Education Levels of Case l{anagers
N=25

t

r{sw

+

04
19
12
57
08

1

I.IA/I.fS
BSW

BA/BS

1

Iower than a

Description of
The total

BA/BS

Time Spen t

5
3
5
2

with t{andated School Attenders

number of STRIDE participants

on the case

loads of respondents ranged from 30 to 300, the median
case load size was 43. Of the total number of STRIDE
participants on case managiers I current case loads a median
of 3.4 mandated school attenders per case load was reported.
Case managers reported working with as few as 2 mandated

school attenders to working with 300 at one time. This
may be due to the fact that in some counties case managers
r,,rork

with both mandatory and voluntary STRIDE participants

while others may have case loads that are exclusively
mandatory or voluntary.
,

Total Time with !{andated School Attenders
One guestion asked respondents to indicate the total

amount of time duri-ng a typical

work week spent with

mandated school attenders. Sixty-five

percent

( N= 1 7 )

reported spending one to five hours per week with mandated
school attenders. Fifteen percent spend six to ten hours
a r,veek, another

1

5* spend 1 1 to
28

1

5 hours a roeek and

38

spend 36 to 40 hours a week with mandated school attenders.

It is importanL Lo note that these data do not show
distribution of hours spent by caseload size.
Another question asked respondents to indicate of
time spent with all mandated school attenders durj-ng

a

typical work week, how many hours are spent in each of
monitoring school attendance,

the following activities;
conciliation

meetings, involvement with sanctlons and other
The following data, however, do not show the

activities.
relationship

between time spent in an activity

and caseload

size.
llonitoring
Thirty-one percent

(

N=8 )

Attendance
spend l-ess than t hour per

week monitoring attendance. Forty-six

percent

( N= 1 2 )

reported spending 1 or more but less than 3 hours during
a typical work week monj-toring attendance. Eleven point
five percent (N=3) spend 3 hours or more but less than
5 while another

11

.5* spend 5 or more but less than 7 hours

per week monitoring attendance.
Conciliation

Heeti

s

For tlme spent per week with conciliation meetings
57* (N=15) reported spending less than t hour per week.
Of that

57

+ two reported spendi ng no time at al l duri" ng

a typical work week with conciliation

meetings. Thirty-

five percent spend 1 or more but less than 3 hours and
8* spend 5 or more but less than 7 hours per week with
conciliation

meetings.
29

Involvement with Sanctions
Seventy-seven percent (N=20) of case managers in the

study reported being involved with sanctions less than
t hour per typical- work week. Fifteen percent are involved
with sanctions more than t hour but less than 3 hours per
week and 8* are involved with sanctions more than 3 hours

but less than 5 hours per typical

work week.

Other Activities
Twenty-two respondents ( 85t ) indicated spendi-ng tj-me

on other activities
percent

during a typical

work week. Thirty-two

) spend less than t hour per vreek doing other
Twenty-seven percent spend 1 or more but less

(N=22

activities.

than 3 hours, 9t spend 3 or more but less than 5 hours,
8t spend 5 or more but less than 7 hours , 9* spend 7 or
more but Iess than t hours and 5t spend 1 5 or more hours
1

per week in other activj-ties - The activities

indicated

by respondents included spending time talking to schools
and daycares, writing Employability Development PLans and

Contracts with participants,

documentation, follow-up and

post- secondary educational planni ng . Iv1any respondents
reported being j-nvolved in miscellaneous problem solving,

advocacy, making referrals,

ctisis

work and counseling.

Reasons for Non-Compliance and EoId Status
Two Likert-type guestions asked respondents what they

thought were reasons for non-compliance (which would lead
to sanctioning ) and reasons for mandated school attenders
30

being placed in a holding status. On a scale of 1 to 5,
1 being never and 5 being always, respondents were asked
to rank each reason provided in the questions.
Twenty-four respondents with a mean response of 3.6
cited that clients'

loss of motivation was freguently

reason for non-compliance of program obligations.
respondents felt

that family crisis

a

Likewise

(24 responses,

mean

-3.21 , transportation problems (24 responses, mean =2.8
and health problems (23 responses, mean =2.6 ) were

)

frequently reasons for non-compliance.
Eleven respondents indicated other reasons for
non-compliance. The other category had a mean response
of 3.9. Other reasons specified included a lack of support
system for clients,

illness

chemical abuse, abusive relationships,

of child/ren and housing issues.

Respondents cited family crisis

(Z+ responses I

mean

= 3.1 ), health problems (ZZ responses, mean = 2.9 ) and
other (4 responses, mean = 4.75) as the most frequent
reasons why mandated school attenders may be placed in

a hold status . In the other category the f olIowj-ng were
Iisted

f

or reasons f or cl.ients in hold status; miscellaneous

personal problems, housingr pregnancy, chemical abuse and
domesti-c abuse. Tables 5 and 6 show reasons f or

non-compliance and hold status and the mean responses for

frequency as seen by respondents,
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Table

3

Reasons for Non-compliance
N=26

Reason

Mean
3. 50

C1ient loses motivation
Child care problems
Transportation problems
Client is dissatisfies
sith school program
Heal.th problems
Family crisis

# responding
24
23
24

.24
2. 80
2

2. 50

24
23
24

2.60
3. 20

3.90

Other

Table

11

4

Reasons for Holds
N=25

Reason

lilean

Lack of child care
Lack of transportation
Lack of appropriate
school program
Health problems
Family crisis

.80
1 .60

# responding

1

.55

2. go

23
22
24

4.'75

4

1

3.10

Other

23
24

Another question asked respondents the number of
mandated school attenders they have actually

sanctioned

within the last guarter. Eiqht respondents (33*) had not
used sanctions during the previous program guarter. These
respondents reported a range from one to nine mandated

school attenders on their caseloads. Thirteen (54t) reported
32

having sanctioned one to two mandated school attenders
in the last quarter. These respondents had anywhere from
0 to 24 mandated school attenders on their caseloads.
One respondent (4t) reported having eight mandated
schooL attenders on her or his casefoad and sanctioned

three to four of them within the previous program quarter.
Another reported 1 5 mandated school attenders on her or
his caseload and had sanctioned five to six. One other
reported having 300 mandated school attenders on her or
his caseload and had sanctioned over ten within the last
quarter.

stions
to Qualitative
Several questions in the survey were open-ended asking
f or i-nput f rom respondents regarding the purpose of
sanctions, the results of sanctions and if respondents
thought that sancti-ons were an i ncentive . One question
asked respondents for their ideas about other possible
approaches to encourage compliance, in addition to or in
place of sanctions.
Purpose of Sanctions

Resporrses

Responses to the question regarding the perceived

purpose of sanctions were organized into five categories.
Each category represents a common theme in responses to

the purpose of sanctions. The categories include incentive
an
( the purpose of sanctions is to provide participants
incentive),

compliance (the purpose of sanctions is to
33

(the purpose is to

gain compliance), social obligation,

to stay in school (the purpose of

enforce reciprocity),

sanctions i-s to get participants
school ) , and self-sufficiency

to attend and stay in

and emplolment ( the purpose

of sanctions is to get participants
self-sufficiency
Forty-five

through employment

to reach
).

percent of respondents reported that the

purpose of sanctions is to gain compliance of

partici-pants with program obligations
participants

to stay in and finish

STRIDE

and to get

school. Responses

included statements such as the following:
"To make clients

STRIDE program. "

comply with the requirements of the

"Sanctions are imposed to help students comply in
attending school. "
To comply with prograrrr . "
t'sanctions are a puni shment f or non- compl j-ance . "

"

"To motivate students to stay in school - "
reach the goal of a high school
"To have individuals
education. tt
"To get thett student to complete high school or
by f orce.
"To get client

GED

to attend schooL and graduate."
Results of Sanctions

Respondents were also asked to comment on what they

thought the results of sanctions. Responses were organized
in to two categories, positive and negative results.
Respondents gave an equal number (17 each) of positive
34

and negative results of sanctions used with mandated school

attenders.

Some

of the positive results given included:

"The results of sanctions i-s compliance.

t'

"For most of them ( clients ) they go back to school. "
are very successful if implemented
"They (sanctions)
correctly. tt
tt

Sometimes they work because cutting
can motivate them to get active."

someone '

s grant

"Usually results in participant

returning to schooI. "
The negative results that were reported included the
following:
"I don't find them particularly
"Cl-ient feels anger, frustration

useful in general."
and disbeLief . "

"sanctions threaten participants basj-c needs and
sometimes results in participant meeting needs in
other way. tt
people don' t care. They see it as another hoop
to j ump through and are angered by it. It creates
food and housing issues. "

" Some

ttThey don I t work, people don t t care . "
"Some do not comply. Sanctions put added stress on
f ami l ies and chi ldren i- nvolved. t'

Sanctions as an Incentive
Next, respondents were asked if sanctions are an
incentive for mandated school attenders. Responses are
organized into two categoriesr y€s sanctions are an
incenti-ve and ror sanctions are not an j-ncentive. Fourteen
(55t) respondents were praced in the "yes" category.
of the responses j-ncluded:
35

some

ttYes, students must be active to receive grant check."
"Yes, however other barriers seem more elementat
weather a person continues to participate."

j-n

"Yes, if need for AFDC and a lack of other options
for meeting basic needs outweighs negative aspects
of school- attendance. "

"Yes, if student had less income coming in the student
has no other choice but to comply. "
"When positive

incentj-ves don't work sancti-ons do.

t'

Eleven ( 44t) respondents comments were placed in the
ll

rrolr

category.

Some

of the responses included:
decide what takes priority

"No because clients
their Iives. "
ttNo

in

. Sanctions are a consequence . t'

"No, not for most. It creates anger and hostility."
"No. People change when they get ready. They resent
the control of others. "
"Not reafIy. Sometimes it just creates another barrier
putting the student on the defense."
"No, they are too young to care. t'
Other Approaches
Response to the question which solicited

ideas

on

other approaches to replace or be used in addition to
sanctions were organized into three categories: program
ideas, incentives and rewards, and punishment and more
severe sanctiorrs.
Nine respondents'

(

56t ) comments were put under the

progrErm ideas categrory. Ideas f rom respondents included

the following:
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I bel j-eve that attendance is best among groups of
minors who attend an on-site family learni-ng program
where childcare, transportation and meals are all
provided. There is a strong support network and no
reason not to attend. The program meets three half
days and includes six hours of academic instruction
per week as weII as parenting, nutrition and child
development information. The program makes compliance
easy for students and real1y helps me focus more
on Counseling, training and employment
of my energy
issugs. rr
"Bxtensive support groups dealing with issues
pertai-ning to their needs and lives. "

"

"Education on realities of economic situatlons, cost
of raising chil-dren, benefits of education for job
of employment, role
entry, non-monetary benefits
model as a parent, etc. . . tt
"Provide a program that is stimulating, less rigid,
and providestt the client with some choices about
attendance.
"CounselingI Low self-esteem and lack of belief
in their ability to have any control over their
lives and futures by far is the reason why these
young moms fail to strj-ve."
"ltlodlfy program by combining regular school with
other types of training. Irtlodi f y program by combining
school and on the j ob traini-ng, possibly work. "

"l,Iotivation counseling, Iet the client know about
programs that exist to help the client to overcome barriers. tt
termination,
"Day care, transportationr Program
encouragement f rom case managef . tt
"Careful exploration of appropriate school programs
EDP is a key."
up front with initial
Five respondents'

( 31

t ) comments were placed in the

incentives and rewards category. The ideas and suggestions
in this category included:
"An extra points system added for compliance. Appraisal
of work completed guarantees many verbal rewards
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from everyone. seems to boost esteem and results
are generally positive and added efforts on behalf
of the participant. "
"Incentives and rewards for attending school. positive
re j-nf orcement instead of negative. "
"To be rewarded for their efforts.
as a pos i tive exper j-ence . tt

It should be viewed

"Bonus and rewards for attendance and l or compretion
of credits or sections of coursework."

Only two respondents'

( 1 3B

)

comments

were placed in

the punishment and more severe sanctions category.

The

ideas in this category included:
"To not take away part of their
away for not complying. "

AFDC

but take it arI

"Not issui-ng drivers ricenses. Mandatory j ob search
and employment, community service work, 1egal
implications and ramifications. "
Additional

Comments

At the end of the questionnaire a space was provided
for respondents to give any additionar comments or
opinions regarding sanctions. Fourteen respondents
had comments or opinions. The responses were organized
into three categories regarding sanctions: supportive,
non-supportive, and neutrhl statements. Not every response
from the fourteen were placed in one of the categories
listed. There were three responses that were definiLely
supportive of the use of sanctions, six were non-supportive
of sanctions and three responses were considered neutral.
comments in support of sanctions j-ncruded the
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following:
"AIthough sanctions seem unfair at times some
participants have stated that they would not have
completed their education and become employed with
out the fear of sanctions against them."
"I feel strongly that this process needs to stay in
tact. As most participants under my program have
tried several methods of getting out of process
without giving in return. In our society education
is invaluable and something which everyone needs.
If change can begin at an earlier age, hopefully
work ethic and inner value systems will reflect this.
In essence breaking the cycle with their children
before they become dependent on welfare also. There
are many positive things to come from this process."
Comments

that were not in support of sanctions i-ncluded

the following statements:
less money
"Low self-esteem is the enemy. A little
and pressure to continue in school may work for some
but for someone who feels they aren t t worth anything
that is no incentive to commit to school, "
if not impossible to focus on school
"It is difficult
if ones basic needs are not met (food, shelter,
etc. . . ) . For mandatory clients this is even more
of an j-ssue due to their lack of maturity. Working
with mandatory clients is more difficul,t because
they are more likely to feel forced and to rebel
against the system."
"An AFDC grant for a parent and one child is $437
a month, sanctioned it j-s $ 337. Survival is very
to afford an apartment, diapers, utilities,
difficult
school clothes etc. . . .tt
Comments

given that did not fit

into the positive

or negative categories and tended to be factual-

s

tateme nt

s

were put in a neutral category. Examples of the neutral
comments include:

explanation of the sanct j,on proces s reduces
need to apply them. More work up front produces better
end results. Orientation and initial
EDPs are crucial
points f or cl-ients. "

"Care f ul-

39

students and not
"Sanctions work weII with motivated
so we I I f or students who don t t care . t'
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DISCUSSION AND II{PLICATIONS

Discussion on Findings
A fack of motivation of mandated school attenders
was seen as the most freguent reason for non-compliance

school attenders. Fifteen out of 24 (63*1

among mandated

respondents ranked lack of motivation with a four or higher

on a scale from 1 to 5 (t being never and 5 being always).
When asked
STRIDE

what is the purpose of sanctions in the

program, the majority of the respondents stated

that sanctions were used to gain compliance of program
obligations by mandated school attenders. Twe1ve respondents
(45t) stated that the purpose of sanctions is to motivate
clients

to stay in school and graduate. Another five (19+)

stated that the purpose of sanctions is to get clients
to reach the final goal of self-sufficiency

through

employment.

According to respondents, sanctions are used to
motivate clients

to go to school- yet Lack of motivation

is seen as the number one reason for non-compliance.

The

theory of learned helplessness could be applied here. If
mandated school attenders are feeling a lack of control

over their lives and feel that their actions are futile
(Abramson, S€ligman & Martin, 1978 I Kane, 1987 i Kiefer,

1990) sanctions may he ineffective

as a motivator.

The other reasons respondents reported as being reasons
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the possible

frequently seen for non-compliance reflect
perception of lack of control by the client.
family crisis

In this study

and health prohlems are reported as being

frequent reasons for both non-compliance and for putting
a client

in a holding status. Other reasons include lack

of support system, medical problems, domestic violence,
housing issues, pregnancy and other personal problems.
A1] of these reasons may cause a person to feel overwhelmed
and out of control thereby threatening the ability

concentrate in school or even the ability
(Wattenberg,
Some

1991

to

to attend school

).

of the comments made by respondents regarding

mandated schooL attenders indicate a possible relationship

to learned helplessness (Kane, 1987). Respondents stated
that sanctions are not an effective

way to motivate someone

who feels they are not worth anything. It is difficult

if not impossible to focus on school if basic needs are
not met.
Two respondents made comments that relate to social

obligation
1

theory as defined by the literature

991; Reischauer,

1

(Johnson,

987). These respondents stated that

the purpose of sanctions was to teach accountability
actions and to specify a relationship

for

between public

assistance and the recipient' s responsibitity

to attend

school.

After defining the purpose of sanctions respondents
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were asked if they thought sanctions were effective.

Iiterature

The

stated that sanctions were seen by workers

as

not working and that there is no evidence that sanctions
produce the "correct behaviort'r or compliance (General
Accounting Office, 1 988; Johnson, 1991 ) . When respondents
were asked what they thought the results of sanctions were

there were an egual number of responses for positive and
negat j-ve resul-ts . There were 17 positive results and 17
negative results reported. The number of responses is

more

than the total number of respondents in the study. This
is due to the fact that some respondents felt

that sanctions

had positive results in some cases and negative results

i-n others.
Those respondents stating that sanctions have positive

resul-ts felt

that sanctions were effective

in gaining

compliance, motivating students to participate

and to stay

in school. Other respondents felt that sanctions were
j-neffective and stated that sanctj-ons produce such negative
results as lack of impact on cl-ients, a threat to basic
needs of clients,

feelings of anger and frustration,

stress on families and children and little

added

or no hope.

These negative results may set up an adversarial

relationship

between case manager and client

by the literature
1

(Bane, 1991; General Accounting Office,

988; Rosenthal, 1989)
The literature

as suggested

.

stated that mandatory programs and
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sanctions created administrative

complexity and were time

consuming for workers (General Accounting office,

and Sanger ,

1984 ) .

F

1

gBB

indings in this study did not ref l-ect

what was reported in the literature.

Only one respondent

stated that the sanction process was cumbersome.
The maj ority

of respondents reported spending less

than 3 hours per typical work week monitoring attendance
and less than 3 hours a week with conciliation meetings.
overall 77* reported that involvement with sanctions during
a typical work week was less than t hour. These respondents
typically

had 24 or fewer mandated school attenders on
their current caseLoads. Twenty of the 26 respondents
reported having under ten mandatory school attenders
currently enrolled on their caseload. It is important to
note however, that these data do not show the relationship
beLween time spent j-n acLivities and caseload s j- ze.
about other possible approaches in addition
to or in prace of sanctions, f j-ve respondents ( 1 g* )
suggested i ncent j-ves and rewards . The viewpoi nts of these
When asked

respondents are consistent with statements made by Besharov
( 1 992 ) . Besharov posits that positive reinforcement or
rewards instead of negative reinforcement or penalties
may be more effective. Respondents suggested giving mandated
school attenders tangibLe rewards for compliance and
progress. Other comments included suggestions regarding
program structure. counseling and support groups were
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frequently mentioned hy respondents.
It is important to note that responses to aII guestions
by respondents who reported having previously received
were as varied as the rest of the respondents, Three
of the eight respondents who had previously received AFDC
AFDC

said that the purpose of sanctions was compllance. Two
said the purpose was to motivate clients to stay in school.
Three others said the purpose of sanctions was to gain
self-sufficiency,
enforce social obligation and provide
an i-ncentive.
Five of the eight said that the results of sanctions
were positive while four said that sanctions were an
incentive. seven of the eight said that added program
components or rewards should be considered as opti-ons in

place of or in addition to sanctions.
Implications for Social l{ork practice
The findings of this study indicate that sanctions
may have several purposes in the STRIDE program, However

the

ority of case managers stated that the purpose of
sanctj.ons was to get clients to compry with program
maj

obl-igations by attending school. The findings also suggest
that sanctions are effective only ahout half of the time
in achieving the j,ntended purpose of compliance. case
managers stated that f or some c l ients sanctions r^rork and

clients

return to school, but for others sanctions do not
get clients to comply.
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The imptications here for social work practice are

to discover the reasons why sanctions are not effective
in many instances. Social workers must attempt to discover
what will- work with the population that sanctions tend

not to reach. The findings of this study suggest three
things to consider in addition to or in place of sanctions,
additional

support , incentives and ret'rards , and a speci f ic

approach to the relationship

between case manager and

client.
Implications for Progr am Components
Several respondents in the study suggested that
mandated school attenders need support groups and counseling
to deal with issues that are pertinent to their lives and
experiences. Some STRIDE agencies do provide these services.
Support groups may provide some motivation to clients if
they are provided a safe place to explore feelings and
build relationships

with peers. Support groups may be able

to decrease the isolation
and clients

that many young

women

may find encouragement by listening

experience

to the

successes of others.

As indicated in the study, many mandated school
attenders are dealing with complex issues and personal
problems.

Some

of these issues, such as family crisis

and

r ffidy be addressed through counseling.
Case managers may be able to provide some of this
counseling. However, many case managers are not trained
f

eeling

oven^rhelmed
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in this area. Each STRIDE case manager or agency should
make connections with and establish

relationships

with

social service agencies that provide counseling. Good and
appropriate referrals

for personal problems, housing and

health issues shoul-d be made when clients have issues that
exceed the case manager's expertise and resources.
One respondent stated that compliance tends to be

met more freguently for clients

who attend family learning

programs. These programs provi-de class room instruction,
on-s j-te child care, transportation and meals. In addition
to the normal academic instruction

these programs offer

parenting, budgeting and nutrition

classes.

This type of program may prove more effective

for

mandated school attenders because it minimi zes the barriers

that get in the way of consistent attendance. These barriers
include the inconvenj-ence of public transportation and
having to take young children on the city bus to a day
care that may be distant from the school location. Having
a bus that picks the client
takes them directly
same building

and the children up from

home,

to school where they remain in the

together reduces those barriers.

Likewi-se,

there is comfort in knowj-ng that your child is safe and
cl-ose by. On-site family Iearning programs that currently
exist shoul-d be expanded or more need to be developed to
meet the needs of clients and the STRIDE program.
The findings from this study provide implications
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for the STRIDE program in terms of developing incentives
and rewards. Although providing transportation

and day

care for clients who are attending school are seen as
incentives they tend to be more effective with voLuntary
clients.

Mandated clients

may not view transportation

and

child care as an incentive because they are being forced
to attend school and are not necessarily going by cho j-ce.
Therefore they would not need transportation

and child

care anyway,
Rewards should be built

into the program for clients

who do comply with obligations

or who complete a maj or
goal. Agencies may arready be providing some smarr
j-ncentives such as certificates,
a celebration banquet
or some other type of recognition for clients who are j-n
compliance and are completing their goal plans. However,
these types of incentives are not allowed for in county
f unding. Agenc j-es must provide f unding f or such things
themse lves

.

Ivlore tangible rewards could be included in f unding

and program poficy. Like Ohio's LEAP program, STRIDE could
create a mixture of rewards and sanctions. Where as clients

are punished for non-compliance they could also be rewarded
f or compl j-ance. I f a client t s AFDC grant is reduced f or
not enrolling

in STRIDE or for not attending school then
the grant should be increased for enrolling in STRIDE and
for attending school.
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The theory of social obligation

an

AFDC

states that to receive

grant at aII is to be considered a reward.

Recipients are obligated to attend school because they
are getting a grant in the first place. Howeverr &s the
literature

states I a high school level education may have
long term positive effects on recipients going off of

welfare (Legislative

Commission on the Economic Status

of women, 1995). Therefore, if rewards beyond the AFDC
grant may j,ncrease program effectiveness and have long
term benefits for society as well as the individual.
Implications for practice
Findings in this study indicate that sometimes
sanctions result in clients feeling angry and frustrated,.
I,landatory programs and the sanction proces s are viewed
as another hoop that clients must j ump through. one
respondent stated that one-third of mandated school
attenders are not impacted by or do not respond to
sanctions. This could be an indicator that clients are
experiencing learned helplessness or that they view their
rerationship

with case managers as adversarial.
An implicatj,on for social work practice is to develop
a theory or practice moder that considers learned
helplessness and the effects on motivation as we]I
suggestions for establishing positive and effective

as

relatj-onships with mandated or involuntary clients.
According to Rooney ( 1 988 ) case managers can assist
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clients

in overcoming learned helplessness by offering

the clients

choices and options. Case managers can deal

with the issues of locus of control by explaining to clients
aspects of the program that are non-negotiable and those
which are negotiable. Non-negotiahle aspects may include
the level of cl-ient participation 1 e. ! . 1 client must
maintain 90t aLtendance in school, Negotiable aspects are
those things in which the client

can make decj-sions. For

example, the client must attend school, however the client
may choose which school she or he would like to attend,

which school best fits

her or his needs.

The rel-ationship betrareen the client
manager may be a more critical

whether the client
Blyth & Tripodi,

and the case

aspect of motivation than

is voluntary or mandatory ( Ivanoff,
1994). Case managers should focus on

they establ-ish relationships

with mandatory clients.

how

As

one respondent in the study stated, careful explanation
up front of the sanction process produces better results.
While establishing the relationship
make sure that clients

obligations,
client.

case managers should

are well informed of program

the case manager's role and the role of the

Workers should be c1ear, honest and direct and

acknowledge the involuntary nature of the arrangement
(

Ivanoff,

Blyth & Tripodi , 1994 ) .
After carefully informing clients of the program

obligations,

non-negotiable items and negotiable items,
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case managers should attempt to approach the relationship

with clients
the client

as a partnership as much as possible. Showing
that the case manager is there to help the client

overcome issues that stand in the way of compliance, provide

the cl-ient with resources and assist the client

in holding

up her or his end of the partnership sets a positive tone.
Case managers shoul-d be challenged to respect cli-ent self-

determination to the extent possible given legal constraints
(Rooney, 1 988).

Limitations

of the Study

Due to the different

operating systems of each county

(centralized versus vendoring) there is an over
representation of counties that have a more urban and city
population in this study. Smal-Ier or more rural counties
may have only one case manager serving the entire county.

On the other hand, some larger more urban counties operate

under a vendor sysLem. Vendor agencies contract with the
county to provide STRIDE servj-ces. This may produce

up

to 60 case managers providing services in one county.

The

over representation of case managers working in urban and
city settings may cause study findings to be less
generallzable for case managers in other counties.
There exists at least two limitatj-ons

in the study

design. First the study did not address case
perspectives of relationships

managierst

between case managers and

mandated school attenders. This information would have
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been helpful

to the study as the literature

stated that

mandatory programs tend to create adversarial relationships
between worker and client

office,

(Bane, 1991i General Accounting

988; Rosenthar , 1989). second, the study did not
take into account the perspectives and opinions of mandated
1

school attenders themselves. Gaining insight from those
who are affected by the program and learning what causes
them to act or not has implications

for any program

planning.
Another limitation

exists with the study instrument

-

The questionnaire was developed and mailed without first

being pretested. Pretesting the instrument may have been
beneficial for reasons of clarity of information being
asked for in the questionnaire.

Sugqestions for Fut ure Research
Future research regarding the purpose, use and
effectlveness of sanctions in the STRIDE program should
address the views of STRIDE participants. There could be
pertinent implications for practice drawn from findings
on how clients

view the sanctioning process and how clients
would respond to being sanctioned. Likewise research on
the extent that l-earned helplessness exists in the
popuration that srRrDE targets would be herpful in
identifying effective program components.
I4ore research i s needed i n the area o f work wi th
mandated clients.

Research should address Lhe impact that
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relationships

between clients

and case managers has

on

the outcomes or the success of the client.
Both of the above mentioned suggestions for future
research could be addressed through focus groups or
individual

interviews with mandated clients.

Such focus

groups or interviews should explore the level of motivation
or Learned helplessness that exists among the mandated
clients being interviewed, how they view and react to
specific program components and their reactions to sanctions
This type of research would hopefully have implications
for developing a practice model for working with mandated
clients

in the STRIDE program and for program policy.
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY INSTRUIIIENT

INSTRUCTTONS:

This questionnaire wiII take approximately 20 minutes
to complete. Most of the guestions- in the
can be
=r.i*y
answered by simply checking the response that
r*ilects
your perspective. Other guestions ask for written-in
answers or to circre a number from 1 to 5, 1 being never
and 5 being always, that best reflects your perspective
rf you choose not to answer a particurai qreition, please
move on to the next guestion.
At the end of the questionnaj-re,
is space f or
you to of f er comments. Any additional there
comments tfrat you
would like to make would be appreciated and are helpful
in unders tand j-ng the use of sinclions in the STRIDE program.
SURVEY QUESTIONS

Do you work with STRIDE clients

1

attenders
receiving
YES

that is,
AFDC with
(

1

who are mandated school
and 1 9 year o1d caretakers
high school diploma or GED ) ?

g

no

NO

rf you answered "No", prease srop! you have compreted the
guestionnaire. pl-ease prace the questionnaire
in the
envelope provided and mail- it bacli as soon as possible.
Thank you! rf you answered "YES", prease continue answering
the guestions.
2.

How many proj

case load?

ect

STRIDE

clients are on your current

3. Of the total number of Proj ect STRIDE clients on your
current case l-oad, how many are mandated schoo1
attenders

Check one of the following

that besL describes the
county that you work in.
Ir{a inly
rural
Mainly urban
I{a inly suburban
_ lrlainly city
Ma inly rural and subilJran
IvIa inly
urban and suburban
Mainly urban and city
Mainly suburban and city
Other ( pleae specl fy )

4

5

?

a

During a typical work r^reek how many hours of your tota I
time is spent with mandated school attenders ?
5 hours
16-20 hours
_1
_31-3s hours
- 1 o hours
_6
36_40 hours
-25 hours
26-30
hours
_1 1-15 hours
-21
1

6

Of your time spent with all mandated school aLtendersf
during a typical- work week , how many hours o f your
time is spent i-n each of the following activities?
Ivlonitorinq attendance :
Less than 'l hour.
t hour or more but less than 3 hours .
3 hours or more but less than 5 hours.
5 hours or more but less than 7 hours.
7 hours or more but Jess than 9 hours.
t hours or more but less than 'l hours.
1 t hours or more but }ess than 1 3 hours.
1 3 hours or more but less than 1 5 hours.
1 5 hours or more.
1

Conciliation meetings :
Less than t hour.
t hour or more but less than 3 hours.
3 hours or more but less than 5 hours.
5 hours or more but less than 7 hours.
7 hours or more but less than t hours.
t hours or more but less than 1 t hours.
1 t hours or more but less than 1 3 hours.
1 3 hours or more but less than 1 5 hours.
1 5 hours or more.
Involvement with sanctions:
Less than 'l hour.
t hour or more but less than 3 hours.
3 hours or more but Iess than 5 hours.
5 hours or more but less than 7 hours.
7 hours or more but less than 9 hours.
I hours or more but less than t hours.
11 hours or more but l-ess than 1 3 hours.
1 3 hours or more but less than 1 5 hours.
1 5 hours or more.
1

Other activities with mandated school attenders
speci fy )
Les s than 'l hour .
t hour or more but less than 3 hours.
3 hours or more but less than 5 hours.
5 hours or more but less than 7 hours.
7 hours or more but less Lhan I hours.
I hours or more hut Less than 'l hours.
1 t hours or more but less than 1 3 hours.
1 3 hours or more hut less than 1 5 hours.
1 5 hours or more 1

2

(

please

attenders do not comPlY with
program obligations, how freguently do You observe
each of the following Lo be the reason for

When mandated school

7

non-compliance?

ALWAYS

NEVER

C1ient loses motivation

1

2

Child care problems

1

Z

Transportation problems

1

2

CIient is dissaLisfied
school program

with

Client experiences health
problems

Ctient experiences familY crisis
Other ( please speci fY )

345
34s
345

12345
12345
12345
12345

B. In your experience with mandated school attenders in
the STRIDE program, how frequently are clients put
in a hold status for the fol-Iowing reasons?
ALWAYS
NEVER
4 5
3
2
1
Lackofchildcare

12345

Lack of transportation
Lack of appropriate school
program

HeaIth problems
Family crisis
Other ( please speci fy )
9.a

b.

123
123
123

45
4

5

4

5

12345

What is the purpose of sanctions for mandated school

attenders in the STRIDE Program?

What do you think are the results of sanctions?

3

C

d

10.

Are sanctions an incentive for mandated school
attenders to comply with program obligations? Please
explain.

In addition to or in place of sanctions, what are
some other possible approaches to encourage compliance
among mandated school attenders?

In the last guarter how many mandated school attenders
in Proj ect STRIDE have you sanctioned for
non-compliance of program obligations?
1

3
5

78
9 -10
over 1 0

2
4
6

BACKGROUND INFORMATION :

11.

12.

13.

14.
15.
1

6.

What is your gender?
Fema1e
MaIe
years
What is your age?
How long have you worked as a STRIDE case managrer/ counsel-or?

years,

months

Have you ever received AFDC? Yes
Have you ever been a STRIDE participanta

Yes

What

No

No

is your highest education levef?
Less than a high school diploma.
High school diploma or eguj-valent.
Associates of Arts lscience (A.A . le.S.
Bachelor of Arts/Science (B.A . /8.S. ) .
Bachelor of Social V,iork ( BSW ) .
l4asters of Arts/Science (M.A . f Nl. S. ) .
Masters of Social Work (IVISW ) .
Ph. D.
Other ( please speci fy )

).

OTHER COM}4ENTS /OPTNIONS ABOUT SANCTIONS :

Thank you for your consideration in completing the survey.

4

APPENDIX B
COVER LETTER

Dear STRIDE Case l,lanager/Counselor,
You are j-nvited to participate in a research study
concerning Lhe purpose and effectiveness of sanctions in
the STRIDE program. You were selected as a possible
participant because the county in which you work was
randomly chosen from a list of aII Minnesota counties.
I ask that you read this letter before agreeing to complete
the enclosed survey.
The study is being conducted by Suzanne Hansen as
part of my graduate studies, and has been approved by the
Institutional
Review Board of Augsburg College. I am a
graduate student at Augsburg College in the Social- Work
Department. Your participation is greatly appreciated
and r^ri 11 lend credibi l ity to the study .
If you agiree to be a part of this study, I would ask
you to do the following things. Complete the enclosed
guestionnaire and then return the completed questionnaire
to me in the envelope provided. The questionnaire wiII
take about 20 minutes to complete. Please return the
questionnaj-re within ten days of receiving it.
To complete
my study by the date required f wil] need all responses
by March 1 5, 1 995 .
The study has mj-nj-ma1 risks.
No names or names of
counties wil-I be used in the report. Participation in
the study will- have no effect on your relationship with
the agency you work for or with the county you work in
or with Augsburg Col1ege. AI1 efforts wiII be made to
maintain anonymity. Although no names of counties wi l-1
be used there is a slight possibility that the county could
be recognized by a reader of the report. To minimize this
possibility very few questions regarding county demographics
are asked in the guestionnaire.
The records of this study will be kept private.
Research records will be kept in a locked file.
only the
researcher and her thesis advisor will have access to
the data. You do not have to answer any guestions on the
survey that you do not want to answer. By completing and
returning this guestionnai-rer you are giving your permission
to use the information contalned in it in completing the
study.
ft is my hope that information gathered from this
study will inform case managers and STRIDE providers of
the use and ef f ectiveness of sanctions in the progiram.
The researcher conducting the study is Suzanne Hansen.
You may ask any guestions you might have by calling me
at { 61 2 ) 487 -6323. Or you may contact my Thesis Advisor,
Sharon Patten, Ph.D. 7 at (61 2 ) 330-1723.
Sj-ncerely,
Suzanne Hansen
Student

MSW
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